AN INTRODUCTION TO CHILD STUDY
methods o£ studying children; the second is knowledge of
the kind of behavior which may bo expected of children in
each of the overlapping stages of development; the third is
knowledge of how this behavior is acquired and modified.
Knowledge of methods of studying children is necessary
in order to understand them better than the untrained per-
son can. Adults are continually observing and passing judg-
ment on children. Everyone who comes in contact with
children studies them in a more or less incidental way.
The old colored mammy, who when asked how she knew the
water for the baby's bath was of the right temperature,
said, "When de baby gets blue, ah know de water's too
cold; when he gets red, ah know it's too hot/* was studying
the child in her own way. Her method, however, was not-
scientific, and, as is commonly the case with "snap" judg-
ments, frequently resulted in serious errors.
Other examples of mistakes made as a result of inexpert
study of children can readily be found One father said,
"The boy is just plain lazy," Medical examination showed
that the child was sick. Certain college authorities refused
an applicant admittance to college on the grounds that he
was "not college material/' A study of the past history of
this student showed him to be exceptionally well qualified
for college work. Additional evidence of the inadequacy
of superficial observation in giving a true estimate of a
child is the failure of persons to distinguish intelligent
children from stupid ones merely by looking at their pic-
tures. These errors in judgment are due to oversight of
important elements in the situation, inaccurate observation
and recording, and errors of interpretation.
In order to help parents and teachers study children mojrc
skilfully this book will include suggestions <is to how to
make accurate, impersonal, systematic observations and to
record them promptly; how cautiously and intelligently to
use the more simple physical and mental tests and measure*
ments in studying the continuous development or the special
problems of children; and how to interpret the meaning of
their observations. The only reliable source of informa*

